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Can you release the throttle and control your nerves?
Can you handle the pressure and master the speed?
Can you take on the best and leave them in your wake?

You make the difference!
The Powerboat P1 SuperStock Series:
• Genuinely competitive
• Huge world class venues
• International exposure
• Broadcast in over 10,000,000 homes
Now, that is some truly incredibly features that are
only available with the P1-28SS Panther!

on the
prowl

The P1-28SS Panther is a genuine international collaboration
utilizing talent from Italy, the UK and the USA. Working entirely in the digital 3D realm the styling was inspired in Italy with
a strong influence from the world of Formula 1 racing. From
there, to insure a level of performance that matched the aggressive European look, P1 turned to one of the leaders in v-bottom
design, the legendary Fountain Powerboats. A world renowned
engineering team developed a bottom that provided premier
performance and handling giving it truly exceptional prowess.

stalk your
prey!
The inspiration didn’t stop with the styling of the deck and

engineering of the hull. Slip into the ergonomic cockpit and
you find yourself enveloped with technilogical pizzazz! A
fully carbon fiber dash is trimmed with high tech, carbon
fiber styled vinyl. All the tools you need to devour your
competition are at your fingertips. Jack plate and engine
trim controls, both hand and foot throttles, ballast control,
LCD panels and an integrated communications system are all
designed with the help of offshore World Champions who understand the rigors of racing. And, the integrated data logger
will give you all the information you need to help release the
world champion that resides in you.

Creature
comfort
The Recarro racing seats are integrated into a full suspension
with 4 inches of travel to keep the pilot and navigator comfortable whether in rough seas or while playing on the bay.
Comfort also comes from knowing you are fully secure. The
boat is designed to seat you deep into the cockpit for ultimate protection yet provide you with optimum sight lines.
Built with crumple zones and Kevlar the cockpit has 360º
impact protection. The polycarbonate windshield provides
secure protection from wind and water while providing outstanding visibility. This is one cat that is a technical virtuoso.
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1 boat, 1 owner, 5 minutes - 2 versions
Your Powerboat P1-28SS Panther SuperStock race boat can
be converted to a 4 seater recreational boat in just 5 minutes.
After the race is over convert it and run in a Poker Run or
take your family and friends on a thrilling pleasure cruise.
Or if you want, buy your Panther for pure pleasure. The fully
recreational version is available with up to 350 horses of raw
power. Enough to put that herd into a frenzied stampede!

Go Ahead,
get 'Rude!
The P1-28SS Panther SuperStock race version comes
with the Evinrude 250-HO. That’s High Output! It’s
blurring the line between boating and aviation.
The SuperStock Series is about man and machine
giving it all they got. The 250-HO has everything it
takes to handle it.
Like a high-performing SLE (Straight Leading Edge)
gearcase with nose-cone pick-ups that significantly
increases water flow to the engine and provides
increased cooling ability and capacity. High-quality
gears with super pure, extra-tough metallurgy. And
stiffer engine mounts for superior handling and control
at high speeds. This is a hair peeling, heart pounding
combination. Contact us and try it for yourself. Then try
and walk away. There is nothing like your first time in
the P1-28SS Panther. And who knows? The next time the
world could be watching.
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P1-28

Engine meets
EU, CE, EPA and
CARB standard
certifications.

Removable rear cowl
to access rear bench
seat for additional
passengers.

Bi, tri, and quaddirectional knitted
fibreglass hull with
twin step vessel
is light, strong
and long lasting.

Crumple zones
and Kevlar
cockpit give 360º
impact-penetration
protection.

Full suspension
seats with four
inches of travel keep
pilot and navigator
comfortable.

Integrated data
system gives
readings of
acceleration, speed,
engine horsepower
and GPS course
information.

Polycarbonate
windshield provides
secure protection
from wind and water
while providing
outstanding visibility.

Built to
NMMA/ABYC
manufacturing
standards.
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P1-28SS Race*
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Dimensions: length: 28ft/ 8.7m
Engine: 250+ hp
Speed: 70+mph/112+kph
Weight: 3497lbs/1586kg (dry)
Tank: 68gal/260 litres
Engine: Evinrude 250HO E-Tec
All composite deck structure,
hand laid composite hull
and deck manufactured w/
multi-directional fiberglass
w/high density coring and
vinylester resin. Kevlar added in cockpit crumple zones.
Hull and deck laminated,
thru-bolted and sealed together w/heavy duty marine
sealant/adhesive
Battery, heavy duty AGM w/
jumper cables and receptacle
Battery switch, electric actuated, explosion proof
Bilge pump, 12 volt DC, 1200
GPH automatic/manual
pump
Carpeting, cockpit, customized
w/embroidered “P1” logo
Cockpit cover, fitted
Color coordinated dash,
throttles, gauge rims, and
steering wheel
Fuel Tank, USCG and CE Certified Plastic heavy duty
Horn, electric

P1-28SS Recreational*
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Stepped Hull
Propeller, SS lab finished to
match engine package
Race Cowling
Rails, bow 316L stainless steel,
thru-bolted
Steering, heavy duty hydraulic,
offshore hi-performance type
Stereo, Marine AM/FM w/IPOD
connection and 2 speakers
Swim Ladder, Integrated retractable
Windshield, ¾ inch custom
molded impact resistant
acrylic
LED bow navigation lights
Ballast tank system
Carbon fiber dash and trim
with upholstered visor
Foot throttle (manual)
Intercom system (2 person)
Vantage View NMEA2000 Tach
and trim gauges
Tow shield wrap cover
Race cowl
Retractable powered anchor
light
Cockpit seats, with slide adjustment
Garmin 740S chartplotter
Deck access hatch

Dimensions: length: 28ft/ 8.7m
Engine: 250+ hp
Speed: 70+mph/112+kph
Weight: 3497lbs/1586kg (dry)
Tank: 68gal/260 litres
Engine: Evinrude 250HO E-Tec
(OR) Mercury 300 Verado
All composite deck structure,
hand laid composite hull
and deck manufactured w/
multi-directional fiberglass
w/high density coring and
vinylester resin. Kevlar added in cockpit crumple zones.
Hull and deck laminated,
thru-bolted and sealed together w/heavy duty marine
sealant/adhesive
Battery, heavy duty AGM w/
jumper cables and receptacle
Battery switch, electric actuated, explosion proof
Bilge pump, 12 volt DC, 1200
GPH automatic/manual
pump
Carpeting, cockpit, customized
w/embroidered “P1” logo
Cockpit cover, fitted
Color coordinated dash,
throttles, gauge rims, and
steering wheel
Fuel Tank, USCG and CE Certified Plastic heavy duty

Horn, electric
Stepped Hull
Propeller, SS lab finished to
match engine package
Rails, bow 316L stainless steel,
thru-bolted
Rear Seat Comfort Package
Steering, heavy duty hydraulic,
offshore hi-performance type
Stereo, Marine AM/FM w/IPOD
connection and 2 speakers
Swim Ladder, Integrated retractable
Windshield, ¾ inch custom
molded impact resistant
acrylic
LED bow navigation lights
Ballast tank system
Carbon fiber dash and trim
with upholstered visor
Foot throttle (manual)
Intercom system (2 person)
Vantage View NMEA2000 Tach
and trim gauges
Tow shield wrap cover
Race cowl
Retractable powered anchor
light
Cockpit seats, with slide adjustment
Garmin 740S chartplotter
Deck access hatch

*Be advised that performance figures are merely an estimate of what you can expect based on our factory testing program. Boat speeds can vary depending
on fuel load, number of passangers, air temperature, altitude, humidity, barometric pressure, water conditions, wind, and numerous other factors beyond our
control. Powerboat P1 reserves the right to make changes on standard and optional equipment at any time without prior notice. Useable fuel in a gas tank may
be slightly less than the advertised fuel capacity. Boat weights can vary depending on optional equipment.

Powerboat P1 Management Ltd. / Winchester House /
259-269 Old Marylebone Rd. / London / NW1 5RA / United Kingdom
valentina.bertuzzi@powerboatp1.com / +44 (0)20 7616 5570

Powerboat P1 USA / 101 Staton Court
Greenville, NC 27834 / USA
Martin.Sanborn@powerboatp1.com /252.493.0148

www.p1superstock.com / www.powerboatp1usa.com

